
STABILITY FOR INHOMOGENEOUS DIFFERENCE
SCHEMES1

T. SEIDMAN

Part I

Preliminaries. We consider a PDE

(1) ut- Au = f,

where m is a (possibly vector-valued) unknown function of a real

"time" variable t and an A-dimensional real vector "space" variable

x. Here A is a linear operator, constant2 in t, operating on u, where u

is considered a function of x alone (i.e., A acts on elements of a

linear space (B and, for each value of t, u{-, ¿)G®). The function/is

a known function of x and t. Thus u is to satisfy (1) for ¿>0 and xG <R.

The initial condition

(2) u{x, 0) = ü{x) {x G öl)

and the boundary condition

(3) ru{-,t) = g{t) = g{*,t) (*>o)

are assumed to hold. The operator T is a linear transformation from

03 to another linear space SD of functions [g(i)G£> for each t>0] de-

fined on d(R, the boundary of (R, such that Tu depends only on the

values of u near the boundary.

We assume this problem is well-posed. That is, we assume the

existence, for each fixed 7>0, of a one-parameter family of operators

St acting on a space 2 with elements of the form

w y

where ü is a function8 of xG<R, Y is a function of xGd(R and 0<¿

Received by the editors September 21, 1960.

1 This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Com-

mission.

2 As in [l], this is not a necessary requirement but is imposed only to avoid

notational clumsiness. The modification necessary to the general case should be clear.

The operator T appearing in equation (3) may also depend on t.

* The values of û and </> will be the same sort of vectors as « and /¡ those of y will

be as g.
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5= £, and 0 is a function of xG & and 0 </^ £. We also assume that

each wGS satisfies

(4) Tü = y(0).

The operators St are to send 2 into (S> in such a way that for each i»£S

(a) \\Stw - m|| -> 0, as < -» 0+,

(b) T5,w = 7(0, for 0 < * g T,

(5) (c) \\(Si+sw - Stw)/5 - AStw - ¿(Oil -» 0, as 5 -> 0,

for 0 < < < £,

(d) pill ^M = M(T), for 0 < t ^ T.

It is convenient to define the translation operators4 Tt and Tt by

y(x, t + t), T + tú T, xEd(R,

0,

Cb(x, T+  t),
(6)

lTty](s, r) = j1

r + / g F, x G CR,

Clearly, 5¡ can be written as

(7) St = (Uh Gh Ft),

where

u,a = St Gty = St

Í01

7

0

Ft4> = 5,

0

0

and it is convenient to define the semi-group \St\ by

V,   Gt    Ft)

(8) St =    0     Tt    0

.0     0     Tt]

It follows from (5) that {St} is a bounded, strongly continuous6 semi-

group, and provides the solution of the problem determined by (1),

(2), and (3).

4 There should be no confusion caused by using the same letter for these two differ-

ent operators, distinguishing them only by their arguments.

6 We assume that </> and y are restricted so that the operators Tt are strongly con-

tinuous. For example, we may assume them to be continuous in t if the maximum

norm is used. Actually, a finite number of discontinuities may be handled also without

difficulty.
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If we now consider, for each 5>0, a mesh p¡ consisting of a finite

number of points in (R, each taken at i = 0, 5, 25, • • • , then (suffi-

ciently smooth) functions in 2 may be approximated by functions

determined by their values on p¡. We identify the approximating

functions with functions on p¡ in such a way as to approximate norms.

By a difference scheme, we mean a family of operators S¡ such that

(5j)" approximates Sn¡ in an appropriate sense. We will write S$ in

the form

(9)

üs Gs Fs

0 Tt 0

0       0     Tt

and, if w is the function on ps corresponding to an arbitrary but

sufficiently smooth function !u£2 of the type described above [let

wi = ü, w2 = y, 0*3 = 0, where w={ü, y, <?)r], we will ask that

(10) || [{Ssw)i - u]/ô -Au- 0(O)|| -* 0 as 5 -> 0.

If (10) is satisfied, we say that Ss is consistent with the problem. If

there is a constant M=M{T) such that

(11) [J5i*H ̂  M ioi0 = n5^T,

then we say the scheme is stable. If St" converges strongly to St as

5—>0 with {nô)—H, we say the scheme is convergent.

Convergence implies stability. The proof here is identical with that

in [1].

Suppose the scheme is convergent. Then, since [0, 7] is closed,

either ||5j"Wo|| is uniformly bounded for each w0G2 and no— T, or, for

some fixed /oG[0, 7"] and fixed w0GS, there would be a sequence

5j—K) and a sequence n¡ such that n¡bj—*U for which ||(5jJ.)n'K)o|| be-

comes arbitrarily large. This, however, would contradict the con-

vergence; thus, for each w0G2 there is an m = m{T, Wo) such that

||5j"Wo|| —m for 0—nb=T. Since, for each Ô, §s is effectively finite-

dimensional, it is obviously bounded as is S¡n. Hence, by the Principle

of Uniform Boundedness, the operators S¡" are uniformly bounded for

nb = T and the scheme is stable.

Stability implies convergence. This again is substantially as pre-

sented in [l].

Let WoGS and w{t)=Stw0. From (5) the "first component" of

w{t) is the desired solution of the problem. By (5c), we have, for any

e>0, a 5i such that, for 0<5<5i,
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(12) \\[Siw(0 - u(t)]/5 - Au(t) - 0(O|| á e/AMT     for 0 g t < T.

Assuming the scheme {S¡\ is stable, we have by (10), with w = w(t),

a ô2 such that, for 0<ô<52,

(13) \\[(Ssw(t))i - ü(t)]/S - Au(t) - (¡>(t)\\ ̂ e/AMT   îor 0 S t < T.

Note further that for w sufficiently smooth there is a 53 such that for

0<ô<ô3

(14) ||ii - «|| g e/iMT for 0 g t ^ T.

It follows from (11), (12), and (13) that for 0<5<5i, S2, ö3

(15) ||(5»â»(0)i - Ssw(t)\\ á 3e5/4i0T for 0 á t á T.

Let 8y—>0 + , and n¡ be such that ray5y—>/G [O, T]. Set

$i  =   [(Ss,)niWo]l  — SnjSjWo

(16) VtShf* eK 1
—   2-ê   V>ljV>*¡ ~ ¿¡j)à(nj~l-k)tjW0}l-

lfc-0

Then, using the stability condition and (15), with t= (n¡— 1 — A)5,-,

we have, for 5J<S0= min {ôi, 82, Ô3},

(17) NI á 23 M(3eSj/4MT) = - (nfii/T), g — *
o 4 4

Putting s= I ra;-Sy — f|, we have

±(5»^ — S¡)a>o = 5Í'(¿', — /)«><>,

where the sign on the left denotes whether n¡h¡ is greater than or less

than t, and where t' is the smaller of nfij and /. Therefore,

(18) ll^^wo - Stwo\\ Ú \\St\\ -\\S.wo - wo||,

which goes to zero as 5—»0 (i.e., as _/'—»«>), according to (5d) and (5a).

Thus, for any e>0, there is a J\ such that for/> Ji

(19) \\Snjhwo - S,w0\\ Ú e/4.

Letting J be greater than /1 and also large enough so that 5y < 50 for

j>J, we have, then, from (15), (17), and (19),

||(5s'wo)i — StWo\\ = ll^y + ÊnjijWa — Stw0\\

â 3e/4 + e/4 = «.

Thus, since e was arbitrary, we have shown that (Ssj)"i converges
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strongly to St as/—»», and, since the sequence {5y} was arbitrary,

this proves convergence.

Part II

The concept of stability can be generalized to boundary value prob-

lems of the form :

Lu — /,
(21)

r« = y,

where L is a linear differential operator acting on functions u = u{x)

for x in a domain 2D and T is a linear boundary operator mapping u

into a function y defined on ô£>.

If the problem is well-posed, there is a bounded linear operator S

such that

(22) s(   ) = «

gives the solution u of (21). Clearly 5 is the inverse of

By a difference scheme we mean a parametrized sequence of meshes

Pi becoming dense as 5—»0 and a family of operators S¡ intended6 to

approximate S as 5—»0.

We say the scheme {§s} is consistent with (21) if for every suffi-

ciently smooth function u

(23) || Au - Sr^W -»0 as 6 -* 0.

The scheme is called stable if the operators S¡ are uniformly bounded

so there is a constant M such that

(24) 115,011 = M\\w\\ = M'{\\f\\ + \\y\\).

Finally, the scheme is convergent if S s converges strongly to S as S—>0

so that for a dense set of w

(25) \\s,w - Sw\\ -» 0 as5-»0.

H. Keller observed7 that it is extremely simple to show that stabil-

ity implies convergence in this situation also. Ignoring the distinction

6 In practice, of course, it is5j  which is given.

' Private communication. This will appear in the forthcoming book on numerical

analysis by E. Isaacson and H. Keller.
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between such functions as u and ü (the representative function agree-

ing with u on p¡ and approaching u in the norm) the proof runs as

follows:

From (23), there is, for any e>0, a ô0 such that, for 5<§o,

||w — 5j~1w|| <e where we write Au = w, Sw = u. On multiplying

w' = {w — Ss~1u) by 55 one has, from (24) ||5äw — m|| =||5ja/|| è M'\\w'\\

< M'e which gives (25) and the scheme is convergent.

As in Part I, the converse follows from the Principle of Uniform

Boundedness.
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DUALITY IN HOMOGENEOUS PROGRAMMING1

E. EISENBERG

The problem of maximizing a concave function subject to linear

constraints does not have a dual, as is the case in linear programming,

in which primal optimizing variables do not appear. As a special case

of our principal result it will follow that such a dual does indeed

exist whenever the objective function is also homogeneous.

In the linear case we are given an mX« matrix A and vectors

a G Rn, b G Rm-2 The feasibility sets X and Y are defined by:

X = R!ir\{x\xA^a}, Y=R"+r\ {y\Ay^b}. Since x-4^aif and only
if x^iy^ay for all y<E.R\ (and similarly for Ay^b), we may write:

X = Ri H {x| x,4y g f{y)    all y G ¿?+}

Y = Rn+r\ {y | xAy = 0(x)    all x G i£}

Received by the editors April 26, 1960; and in revised form, July 27, 1960 and

September 12, 1960.

1 Work on this paper was supported, in part, by the Logistics Branch of the Office

of Naval Research under Contract NONR 562(15) at Brown University.

2 Rm denotes the set of all real m-tuples. If u, tGiî" then »St means that the

inequality holds for each component. In particular, R™ = Rmi^\ {aqrïèOJ. If Ai is a

pXq matrix and TV is a qXt matrix then MN represents the usual matrix product.

To simplify notation, the same symbol is used for both a column vector and its

transpose; the meaning will, in any case, be clear from the context.


